neighborhood ofp, vanishing at p, having the identity matrix as its Jacobian at p and commuting with all the vector fields in g.
Proof. Assume such a vector field X exists. By a fundamental theorem of Poincaré [4] there exists an analytic system of coordinates (xx, x2,..., xn), with origin at p and with (1.1) X = x1(8ldx1)+ ■ ■ ■ +xn(dldxn).
Let Y be any vector field that commutes with X. We will show that Y is linear in the above coordinates. Writing Y m its power series expansion about the origin:
Y=JiYk, and bracketing y with Iwe get [X, Y] = ^kYk = 0 by Euler's identity. Therefore, Yk = 0 for &#0. It follows from this and the hypotheses about X that the system of coordinates introduced above linearizes each of the vector fields in g. To prove the converse, suppose there exists a system of coordinates (xu x2,..., xn) with origin at/?, in which the vector fields belonging to g are linear. Let X be defined by the expression (1.1). Q.E.D. (The corresponding formal proposition is equally valid.)
As an application of Proposition 1.1 we will produce some examples of representations of Lie algebras which cannot be linearized. Let F be a finite-dimensional vector space over the real or complex numbers, and let V* be its dual space. By standard identifications we can identify Sk(V*) with homogeneous polynomials of degree k in V, and we can identify V® Sk(V*) with vector fields on V having homogeneous polynomials of degree k as coefficients. Let g be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra, and let p:g^ 2 Y®Sk(V*) be a homomorphism of g into the algebra of polynomial vector fields on V vanishing at 0. Let pk: g -*■ V ® Sk(V*) be the kth component of p. By identifying V ® V* with Horn (V), one can easily see that px defines a homomorphism of g into Horn (V) or in other words a representation of g on V. This induces representations of g on V* and V ® Sk(V*). Therefore, one can define cohomology groups, H\g, V(g) Sk(V*)) for all z and k (cf. Jacobson [3] for details about cohomology of Lie algebras). [Pi(«), P2(ß)]-lPx(ßl />a(«)l = Pa(kfl), which is exactly the statement that p2 defines a one-cycle in the complex associated with (g, V® S2(V*)). If the representation can be linearized there exists a vector field Z which vanishes at the origin, has the identity as its Jacobian at the origin, and commutes with all p(&). lfZ1 and Z2 are the first two terms in the power series expansion of Z about the origin we get:
and since Zx is the identity, we get :
which, when reinterpreted as a statement about the cohomology, says simply that p2 is a coboundary.
By induction, if H\g, V ® Sk(V*))=0 for all k then p can be linearized. which is not equivalent, via an analytic diffeomorphism to a linear representation ofg.
Proof. Let / be the identity mapping in Horn (V). We can think of this as an element of V ® V*. By tensoring elements of V* with / and then symmetrizing on the last two terms, we get a mapping:
Also there is a contraction mapping: r': V®S2(V*)^V, and it is easy to see that the composition of r and r is a mapping of V onto itself which is a multiple of the identity mapping. Thus the induced mapping: r*: H\g, V*)^H\g, V®S2(V*)) is injective. Now let A be a cocycle in Horn (g, V*) which projects onto a nonzero cohomology class in Hl(g, V*) and let px = t ° A. It is easy to see that the mapping:
is an algebra homomorphism, and by Proposition 1.2 it is not locally equivalent, via an analytic diffeomorphism, to a linear representation.
Remark 1. With a little more work one can show that the representation (1.3) is not even C2 equivalent to a linear representation.
Remark 2. As is well known H1(g, V*) = 0 for all representation spaces V providing g is semisimple. On the other hand, if g is not semisimple, one can always find a representation space Kfor which H1(g, V*)^=0.
Remark 3. What can be concluded about nonsemisimple algebras from Remark 2 applies equally well to simply connected nonsemisimple groups, since the representation (1.3) can be integrated to give a representation of the group associated with g as collineations on the projective completion of V.
2. Let g be a real semisimple Lie algebra and let ~ : g -> Lanalytic be a homomorphism of g into the algebra of real analytic vector fields on a real analytic manifold, M. Let p be a point at which the vector fields in the image, g, have a common zero. In this section we will show that one can find an analytic system of coordinates, centered at p, in which all of the vector fields in g are linear. To do this let us choose any analytic system of coordinates centered at p. Since we can restrict our attention to one coordinate patch, we can think of M as a small disk about the origin in Rn with the origin being the point p. If we choose this disk sufficiently small, the vector fields in g can be analytically extended to a small disk D about the origin in Cn, and we get a representation of g by holomorphic vector fields on D. This can be extended to a representation of the complex semisimple Lie algebra, gB® C (by letting (\/ -lx)~ =(\/ -lx)). Let h be a compact real form for gB (g) C.
We also get a representation of A as a Lie algebra of holomorphic vector fields on D. We will continue to denote this by ~.
Let D' be a closed disk centered at the origin and containing D. Let / be a holomorphic homeomorphism of D' into Cn which maps the origin into the origin. By Schwarz's lemma :
where RD-is the radius of D' and |/|sup is the supremum of/over D'. Let G be the set of germs of holomorphic diffeomorphisms of C into Cn with source and target at the origin. It is clear that G has the structure of an abstract group. Let H be the compact simply-connected Lie group associated with the Lie algebra h. Assume a metric | | is defined on h. Corollary.
There exists a group homomorphism, p: H^-G, extending the local homomorphism described in Proposition 2.1.
For the proof, which is based on the simple-connectedness of H, see [1, Chapter II, §VIII, Theorem 3](2).
We will show that there exists a fixed disk D', to which the germs of mappings in G which come from H can be simultaneously extended. To do this we will need the following lemma.
Lemma. If H is a connected group and TV is a neighborhood of the origin in H, there exists a positive integer, k, such that every element in H is of the form a^ ■ ■ • ak where at is in N for i= 1, 2,..., k.
Proof. Consider all right translates of TV by products of the form indicated. By connectedness these sets must cover G, and by compactness there is a finite subcovering. (') This is, of course, in the sense of local groups: exp x-exp y^-exp x-exp y whenever both terms on the left are in N and their product is in TV.
(2) In this theorem of Chevalley no topology is needed on G.
Given an element a in H, let us denote by Ta the corresponding mapping of D" into Cn. We will also consider the following holomorphic vector field defined on all of Cn:
V-V X° = Zidz-1 + Z*sT2+---+Z»8z-nlfq is a point of D", (T^X0 is defined at q, is real-analytic as a function of a, and is holomorphic as a function of q. Define
where da is Haar measure on the group H. A' is a holomorphic vector field defined on all of D". By construction it is invariant under the local action of H ; therefore it commutes with all the vector fields in ft. Obviously it also commutes with all complex linear combinations of these vector fields. Let A be the Jacobian matrix of Ta at the origin. X0 vanishes at the origin, and its Jacobian is the identity matrix I; therefore the Jacobian of (Ta)* X0 -AI A'1=/. It follows that the integrand of (2.4) is identically / when #=0; therefore, if the Haar measure of the group is normalized so that the measure of the whole group is 1, the vector field evanishes at the origin and has the identity matrix as its Jacobian at the origin. To conclude the proof we need the following lemma which ensures that if we go back from C to Rn the relations above are preserved.
Lemma. Let D be a disk centered at the origin in Cn, and let D0 = D n Rn. Iff is a holomorphic function defined on D, let f be its restriction to DQ, and if Z = 2 ii(zu Za.zn)(djdzt) is a holomorphic vector field defined on D, let ¿=âl(dldxi). Then(Z)(f) = (Zf)~ and ({Zi,Z2V)=\Zi,22\
Proof. The first identity follows from the Cauchy-Riemann equations, and the second identity from the first by showing that both sides are the same when evaluated on functions of the form /.
Applying this lemma to the vector field, X, defined by Equation (2.4), we get a vector field X defined on D" n Rn which commutes with all the vector fields in g and has the Taylor series development: (2.5) X = ^Xi^ + 0(\x\2) at the origin. All the vector fields in g are real-valued; so Re .falso commutes with g and, of course, still has the Taylor series development (2.5) at the origin. Applying Proposition 1.1 we conclude that the representation ~ can be linearized.
3. We will give an example to show that the theorem proved in §2 is not true for C° representations of semisimple algebras. It is still possible that the theorem may be true for C°° representations of semisimple groups, and also for a suitably restricted class of semisimple algebras.
Consider the following vector fields in R3 :
(11) X3y-yYxXYz+ZcTxyYz + Zd-y
One can easily see that (3.1) is the representation of sl(2, R) as the three dimensional Lorentz algebra which leaves fixed the bilinear form: x2-y2-z2 = r2-z2. Let g(u) be a C°° function of one variable which is identically zero on the negative real axis, and consider the following vector fields : y8z + Zd-y + r^8ir-ZAX8x+yYy + ZYzr
It is easy to show that these vector fields are C° everywhere and satisfy the same bracket relations as (3.1). Inside the cone r2 -z2 the two sets of vector fields are identical ; however, if we choose g(u) = e~llu2,u>0, and g(u) = 0, u ^ 0, for example, then outside the cone r2 -z2 = 0, the vector field x(8¡8y)-y(8¡8x) has closed circular orbits while the corresponding vector field in (3.1)' has orbits which spiral outward; so it is impossible to find a C°° mapping, defined in a neighborhood of the origin and carrying (3.1) into (3.1)'. Bibliography
